
Welcome to Paytrix.


Delivery Module 
Setting up the correct delivery for your bonus is vital to 
maximising your sales.


The first thing you must do is set the correct delivery 
sections in the  payment system you are using. We are 
going to look at Jvzoo.com in this example.


First thing to do is go to the product that you are going to 
be promoting, go to the jv page.


Find out where the request links button is and click there 
this will open the Jvzoo.com window.


Here you can get your all important links for promoting but 
there is lots of other important information to add here.


The first being either your Getresponse or Sendlane details.
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Here you can add your details for either of these auto-
responders. This is very important and I would suggest 
getting an account on either of these platforms.


http://getresponse.com

http://sendlane.com


What happens is that when anyone buys through your 
affiliate link, they then automatically get added to which 
ever platform you have added and linked up.


This is extremely important if you are advertising using 
methods other than your list. 


So for example if you are driving traffic via social media 
posts you then can make sure you pick up the buyers 
email.


Next there is the IPN setting on Jvzoo but this is only 
needed if you want to pull more information about the 
buyer. But you also need a software package to do that.
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Now the next section is where the magic happens, and it is 
where you need to pay close attention to what you must 
do.


It is also the part where a lot of affiliates make the mistake.
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Here you can add you bonus url download link or just a 
bonus file.


Now always, and I repeat always add the url download link 
and not just the file.


What you want here is a page where your buyers end up at.


Now remember I told you the bonus page was the first 
page in the funnel.


Well the bonus delivery page is the last page in the funnel.


So think of how a funnel works. The visitor sees the first 
page they are on, then they are sent to the payment 
method. If they are interested or you have sold them well 
enough they make a payment.


Once a buyer makes a purchase at the start of a funnel they 
are at their most hottest. And it’s these customers who are 
most susceptible to purchase more products.


And this is where a lot of affiliates make a huge mistake, as 
they do not sell anything on the last page of their funnel.


They leave that bonus delivery page devoid of any 
products. But at the point where the buyer hits that page 
they are still in a buying frame of mind.


You see at the point when they hit the bonus download 
page the brain is full of dopamine. If they have just been 
through the funnel and purchased multiple products, then 
this is the best time to get them to buy your own products.
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So what do you sell them at this point?


Well first try and keep it congruent to the product or 
something that helps them with the purchase they have just 
made.


I recently spoke about mymailit promotion for the new 
cloud based autoresponder which was a $10,000 net 
promotion.


On the download page I sold a personal course on email 
marketing done by myself. I sold an extra $2000+ in sales in 
just that simple addon.


On traffic products I usually add on my Social Snip software 
which adds at least 40% on top of the promotion 
depending on how many FE sales I have done.


As Social Snips is a great way to build traffic and this 
makes a great add on upsell for buyers who snap this up as 
I always discount it heavily.


Now the thing that works best above all is a lower priced 
membership course. 


My best membership course was my resellers program. I 
often add in reseller software to my bonus offers which 
people snap up.


The reseller membership program offered the buyer one 
brand new piece of reseller software each month. At the 
bargain price of between $67 - $97 per month.
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Now although it wasn’t as profitable as a one time payment 
on the backend initially once it had started to build it was 
very profitable.


Over a three month period over 150 users were added to 
the membership site that generated on average $12,000 
each month.


Even if you don't have your own products you can upsell 
another affiliate product here.


See what else is selling well on for example Jvzoo and add 
that here.


What has also worked well for me is to add the top ten 
Jvzoo products for that week. 


One thing I always like to add to the bonus delivery page is 
a thank you video. This helps you keep engaged with your 
subscribers and buyer and also makes them feel valued.


Also on the bonus delivery page add in some extra 
unannounced bonuses. There doesn't have to be a lot of 
them but what ever you add is a great engagement tool.
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